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1 Serial interface for WAN and LAN
Most of the routers and access points from LANCOM are equipped with a
serial port. This interface is generally used for configuration purposes. To this
end, a PC is connected directly to the device via a special configuration cable.
A terminal program such as Windows Hyper Terminal then has direct access
to the device, which can be very useful if a faulty configuration prevents the
device from being accessed via its other interfaces (such as the LAN).

The serial interface can be used for data transfer, making it suitable for appli-
cations beyond mere configuration. LANCOM Systems offers two adapters
which enable the serial interface to be used for additional functions:

� The LANCOM Modem Adapter Kit for connecting an external modem as
an additional WAN interface

� The LANCOM COM-Port Adapter for providing a LAN connection to
devices that do not have a network interface

This document describes how the two adapters are employed and installed,
and how to configure the LANCOM device.

2 LANCOM Modem Adapter Kit

2.1 Introduction

Internationally, analog telephone connections are just as common in the busi-
ness world as the predominant ISDN connections in Germany. The operation
of international networks thus places particular demands on remote mainte-
nance options and for high-availability of the gateways and thus requires dif-
ferent interfaces than the ISDN common in Germany. Apart from conventional
analog telephone lines, mobile telephone networks such as GSM or GPRS
may, in certain cases, represent the only way of providing remote maintenance
without broadband or other cabled access.

In response to these requirements, most LANCOM models with a serial inter-
face can be extended with an additional WAN interface with the use of analog
modems, GSM or GPRS. The following functions are available with a suitable
modem in combination with the LANCOM Modem Adapter Kit: 

� Internet access via modem with all of the router functions such as firewall,
automatic connection establishment and termination, etc.

� Remote maintenance (e.g. dial- in to international sites)
3
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� Backup connection (e.g. high-availability through GSM/GPRS modem
connection)

� Dynamic VPN: IPSec site couplings with dynamic IP addresses

2.2 System requirements

The following are required to set up a backup connection over the serial inter-
face:

� LANCOM with serial configuration interface 

� Latest LCOS  version

� Latest LANconfig version, or alternatively a web browser or Telnet

� Serial configuration cable

� Analog modem, Hayes compatible, with access to a suitable analog tele-
phone connection

� LANCOM modem adapter kit to connect the modem over the serial confi-
guration cable or alternate adapter with suitable contact assignment
(’Contact assignment of LANCOM modem adapter kit’ → page 14)

2.3 Installation

The installation simply involves the connection of the modem with the
LANCOM Modem Adapter Kit with the serial configuration interface of the
LANCOM.

HEADQUARTER VPN GATEWAY Home OfficeVPN ROUTER

INTERNET

GSM / GPRS

ANALOGUE
 PHONE LINE

DSLDSL

MODEM

MODEM
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 The contact assignment of the LANCOM Modem Adapter Kit differs
from other commercial adapters like “null modem cables” or the like.
The use of incompliant accessories will cause serious damage on the
LANCOM and/or the modem. For further details please refer to the
’Contact assignment of LANCOM modem adapter kit’ → page 14.

2.4 Set the serial interface to modem operation

The operation of the serial interface requires the operating mode and bitrate
to be set.

� Operating mode [default: outband]

� Outband: In this mode, the serial interface is only used for configura-
tion with a terminal program.

� Modem: In the 'Modem' setting, the device attempts to find a modem
connected to the serial interface. If this is successful then the modem
can be used as an additional WAN interface. If a computer running a
terminal program is detected, then the device automatically switches
the interface into outband mode.

� Interlink: Direct connection between two LANCOM devices

� Bitrate [default: 115,200 bps.]

Set the maximum bitrate supported by your modem. The serial interfaces
of LANCOM devices support data rates of 19,200 bps, 38,400 bps, 57,600
bps up to a maximum of 115,200 bps.

LANconfig: Interfaces � WAN

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � Interfaces � V.24-Interface
5
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 As long as the LANCOM is set to modem mode, a terminal program
operating over the serial interface may display the AT commands that
the LANCOM device transmits while attempting to identify a connec-
ted modem. In the terminal program, press the return key repeatedly
until the modem identification is interrupted and start the configura-
tion session.

2.5 Configuration of modem parameters

The operation of a modem at the serial interface requires the following set-
tings:

� Request modem ID [Default: ATI6]

� Reset command [default: AT&F]

� Initialize command [default: ATL0M1X1S0=0]

� L0: Loudspeaker quiet

� M1: Loadspeaker on while connecting

� X1: Operation at an extension

� S0=0: Disable auto answering

� Deactivate modem echo [default: ATE0]

� AT polling cycle time [Default: 1 in seconds]

� AT polling count [Default: 5]

� Ring count [Default: 1]

� Initialize answer command

� Answer command [Default: ATA]

� Initialize dial command

� Dial command [default: ATDT]

� Escape sequence to terminate data phase resp. to return to command
phase [Default: +++]

� Hold time after escape sequence [Default: 1000 in milliseconds]

� Disconnect: command to hang up during data phase [Default: ATH]

 The modem parameters are set with values that should suit most
modems. Thus changes are generally not necessary. Refer to the
documentation for your modem for settings that vary from these.
6
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LANconfig: Interfaces � WAN and LAN

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � Interfaces � Modem-Parameters  

Setting up a GPRS backup connection

If the connection is to use a GPRS-capable modem at the serial interface, you will need the
APN name and the dial-up telephone number. The following init-strings for the configuration
apply to T-Mobile and Vodafone using profile no. 1:

� T-Mobile

� Init-string: L0X1M1S0=0+CGDCONT=1,“IP”,“internet.t-d1.de”

� Dial-up number: *99#

� Vodafone

� Init-string: L0X1M1S0=0+CGDCONT=1,“IP”,“web.vodafone.de”

� Dial-up number: *99# or *99***1#
7
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Example: GPRS/UMTS modem connected to the LANCOM

The following settings enable the device to be connected to the Internet via a
GPRS/UMTS modem at the serial port:

� When initializing the modem, the command +CPIN="1234" enters the
PIN.

� When entering the dialing initialization command, entering +CGD-
CONT=1,"IP","APN" enters the provider's APN. Note that the placehol-
der APN is replaced by the provider's value for APN.

Entering special characters in the console

For a GPRS dial-up, the initialisation strings require the entry of inverted commas and equal
signs. Certain special characters can be correspondingly marked with a leading backslash:

� *

� "

� =

� space

� Example: +cgdcont\=1,\”IP\”,\”internet.t-d1.de\”

As an alternative, the entire command sequence can be enclosed within inverted commas. In
this case, those inverted commas which are inside the surrounding inverted commas must be
preceded by a backslash.

� Example: ”+cgdcont=1,\”IP\”,\”internet.t-d1.de\””
8
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2.6 Direct entry of AT commands

The command

� sendserial "AT..."

allows you to use Telnet to send a character string directly to a modem that is
connected to the LANCOM. This function allows you to send any AT com-
mands to the modem.

 Sending AT commands is possible in the internal modem state 'idle'
or 'Modem ready' only. The responses can be found in the serial trace
(’Trace output’ → page 10).

2.7 Statistics

Statistics about activities of the serial interface can be accessed with a termi-
nal program or Telnet under:

Status/Modem-Status

The statistics show the following states:

� the type of modem identified

� the status of its last connection, e.g. the transfer rate, the transfer proto-
col used or the error-detection method used

� internal state of modem management, e.g.
9
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� device detection

� interface deactivated

� modem initialization

� modem ready

� connection establishment

� modem in data mode

These messages may be very helpful for debugging purposes.

2.8 Trace output

The command

� trace + serial

allows you to start the trace output for the serial interface in a Telnet session
when a LANCOM has a modem connected. The output shows all messages
exchanged up until the establishment of data transfer between the modem
and the LANCOM.

2.9 Configuration of remote sites for V.24 WAN interfaces

To establish a connection to a remote station via the modem connected to the
serial interface, a corresponding entry in the name list (ISDN/serial) must be
generated. The name list (ISDN/serial contains the following information:

� Name of the remote device

� Telephone number: Telephone number that reaches the remote site. The
field can be left empty if calls are to be received only.

� Hold time: This time defines how long a connection is kept active even if
no more data is being transferred. If a zero is entered, the connection will
not be interrupted automatically. A hold time of "9999" means that the
connection is permanently held open. If it is interrupted, then the connec-
tion will be actively opened up again. This behaviour is known as keep
alive.

� 2. Hold time: Will be ignored.

� Layer name: The layer 'V.24_DEF' is selected for the connection over the
serial WAN interface. The layer is preset and does not need further confi-
guration. The layer 'V.24_DEF' uses the following settings: 

� Encapsulation: Transparent

� Layer 3: APPP (asynchronous PPP)
10
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� Layer 2: Transparent

� Options: none

� Layer 1: SERIAL (shows that the serial interface is being used for con-
nections via the layer 'V.24_DEF')

LANconfig: Communication � Remote sites � Name list (ISDN/serial)

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � WAN module � ISDN-serial-remote-
sites

Once an entry in the name list has been generated for the WAN interface, this
remote station can be used just like any other for routing and WAN connec-
tions.

2.10 Configuration of a backup connection on the serial 
interface

The configuration of a backup connection via a modem at the serial interface
requires first of all an entry in the ISDN name list so that the required remote
site can be reached. The following entries will also be required for the confi-
guration of the LANCOM:

� Entry in the backup table

In the backup table, generate an entry for the remote site that is to be
used for the backup connection. This remote site is to be allocated to the
remote site that is to be called by the modem at the serial interface.
11
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The backup table is to be found under the following paths:   

� LANconfig: Communication � Call Management � Backup Table

� WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � WAN � Backup-table

� Entry in the polling table

If the link to the remote station that is to be backed up cannot be checked
by LCP polling (with PPP only) then an additional entry in the polling table
is required. This involves assigning the remote site with an IP address that
can be regularly tested with a ping command. The IP address should typi-
cally be a computer directly at the opposite end of the connection being
tested, e.g. a DNS server in your provider's network.

The polling table is to be found under the following paths:   

� LANconfig: Communication � Remote Sites � Polling Table

� WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � WAN � Polling-table

2.11 Dynamic VPN connections using modems on serial 
interface

With LANCOM Dynamic VPN, VPN tunnels can also be set up between two
gateways that both only have dynamic IP addresses. We find this situation for
example with smaller companies, using an internet account with dynamic IP
address, which will allow remote access to internal services for teleworkers.

How does it work?

To establish a connection between the two gateways in this scenario, when
both gateways are currently not connected to the internet, one side needs to
request an IP address and transmit it to the remote station. The transfer of the
IP address can be realized via a modem connected to the serial interface.

LAN

INTERNET

PC

Gateway 1 with
dynamic IP address

VPN Gate way VPN Router

MODEM MODEM

Modem at
serial interface

Gateway 2 with
dynamic IP address

Modem at
serial interfaceCall via analog

connection
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The teleworkers gateway connects to its ISP and is assigned a public, dynamic
IP address. The modem connected to the serial interface dials the number of
the central site modem subsequently. As soon as the central site modem
accepts the call, the teleworkers gateway starts the authentification via PPP
and transfers its IP address.

Afterwards the central site gateway connects to the ISP and receives a
dynamic IP address. The teleworkers IP address has been transmitted  via
modem connection, the remote station can thus be addressed directly via
internet.   Furthermore the central gateway alters its VPN rules to build up the
VPN tunnel.

During the following negotiation the central site gateway can communicate
its own public IP address to the teleworkers gateway. Even the teleworkers
gateway can modify its VPN rules subsequently to establish the VPN tunnel.

 The described connection set up requires an modem connected to the
serial interface for both VPN gateways. 

How to set up the dynamic VPN connection

The set up of dynamic VPN connections between two LANCOM gateways
having modems installed at the serial interfaces does not vary from the com-
mon dynamic VPN configuration. We recommend the use of the LANconfig set
up wizard to configure a VPN connection on both gateways. Select the LAN
coupling wizard for 'VPN over an internet connection' and follow the options
for establishing an ISDN based configuration with dynamic IP addresses on
both sides. After finishing the wizard, edit the entry of the new station in the
ISDN name list under Communication � Remote sites � Name list (ISDN)
and switch the layer to 'V.24_DEF'.

 Please note: The settings for the VPN connections have to be set up
corresponding on both sides of the line.
13
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2.12 Contact assignment of LANCOM modem adapter kit

Contact assignment for LANCOM interlink or modem connection: 

3 LANCOM COM-Port Adapter

3.1 Using the serial interface in the LAN

3.1.1 Introduction 

In the IT field, COM port servers (also known as serial port servers) are devices
that transport data between TCP and serial connections. There are many
applications.

� Networking of devices with a serial interface but without a network inter-
face.

� Remote maintenance of devices that can only be configured via a serial
interface.

� Virtual extension of a serial connection between two devices with serial
interfaces over a network.

Most LANCOM devices feature a serial interface that can be used to carry out
configurations or to connect to a modem. In some cases the interface is used
for neither of these scenarios, and yet a COM port server is required in the vici-
nity of the device. In such cases the LANCOM can use its serial interface as a
COM port server, thus saving the costs for an external COM port server. If this
application focuses on the serial configuration interfaces of these devices,
additional serial interfaces can be provided by some models in combination

LANCOM signal sub-d 9 plug LANCOM or 
modem signal

sub-d 9 plug 

TxD 3 RxD 2 

RxD 2 TxD 3 

RTS 7 CTS 8 

CTS 8 RTS 7 

DTR 4 DCD 1 

DCD 1 DTR 4 

GND 5 GND 5 
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with suitable CardBus or USB adapters. This enables multiple instances of the
COM port server to be operated in one device. 

3.1.2 Operating modes

A COM port server has two operating modes:

� Server mode: The COM port server waits for requests from a defined TCP
port to establish TCP connections. The mode is used for remote mainte-
nance, for example.

� Client mode: As soon as a device connected to the serial interface beco-
mes active, the COM port client opens a TCP connection to a preset
remote site. This operating mode is used, for example, for devices that
have just one serial interface but requiring network access. 

In both of these cases a transparent connection is set up between the serial
interface and the TCP connection. Data packets received at the serial interface
are forwarded to the TCP connection, and vice versa. A common server-mode
application is to install a virtual COM port driver at the remote site which con-
nects to the COM port server. Drivers of this type allow applications running
at the remote site to use the TCP connection as if it were an additional COM
port. The IETF RFC 2217 standard sets down the Telnet WILL/DO protocol
extensions, which transmit the negotiations for the serial connection (bitrate,
data and stop bits, handshake) to the COM port server. The use of this proto-
col is optional, so practical default values can be set in the COM port server.

3.1.3 Serial interface configuration

The serial interfaces in the LANCOM can be used for various applications,
for example for the COM port server or as a WAN interface.  The Devices table
allows individual serial devices to be assigned to certain applications. As soon
as a HotPlug-capable USB adapter is detected, a new entry for the serial inter-
face provided by this USB adapter is created automatically in this table. This
automation simplifies the configuration of the serial devices. An exception is
the built- in serial interface, which is used for configuration purposes as stan-
dard. Entries can be added to the Devices table manually to use this interface
for the COM port server or WAN applications.
15
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LANconfig: COM ports � Devices � Device operating mode

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � COM-Ports � Devices

� Device type

Selects a serial interface from the list of those available in the device. 

� Possible values: All of the serial interfaces available in the device.

� Default: Outband

� Service

Activation of the port in the COM port server.

� Possible values: WAN, COM-port server.

� Default: WAN

3.1.4 Configuring the COM port server

Configuring the COM port server involves three tables. What all three tables
have in common is that a certain port at a serial interface is identified by the
values for device type and port number. Because some serial devices such as
a CardBus card have multiple ports, the port to be used must be specified
explicitly.  For a device with just one port, such as with the serial configuration
interface, the port number is set to zero. 

Operational settings

This table activates the COM port server at a port of a certain serial interface.
Add an entry to this table to start a new instance of the COM port server.
Delete an entry to stop the corresponding server instance. The switch Opera-
ting can be used to deactivate a server instance in the table. 
16
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When a server instance is created or activated, the other tables in the COM
port configuration are searched for matching device type and port number
values. If no suitable entry is found, the server instance takes workable default
values.

LANconfig: COM ports � Server � Device ports

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � COM-Ports � COM-Port-Server �
Devices

� Device type

Selects a serial interface from the list of those available in the device. 

� Possible values: All of the serial interfaces available in the device.

� Default: Outband

� Port number

Some serial devices such as the CardBus have more than one serial port.
Enter the number of the port on the serial interface that is to be used for
the COM-port server.

� Possible values: Max. 10 characters

� Default: 0
17
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� Special values: 0 for serial interfaces with just one port, e. g. outband.

�  Operating

Activates the COM port server on the selected port of the selected
interface.

� Possible values: No, yes

� Default: No

COM-port settings

This table contains the settings for data transmission over the serial interface.

 Please note that all of these parameters can be overwritten by the
remote site if the RFC2217 negotiation is active. Current settings can
be viewed in the status menu.  

LANconfig: COM ports � Server � Serial interface

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � COM-Ports � COM-Port-Server �
COM-Port-Settings
18
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� Device type

Selects a serial interface from the list of those available in the device. 

� Possible values: All of the serial interfaces available in the device.

� Default: Outband

� Port number

Some serial devices such as the CardBus have more than one serial port.
Enter the number of the port on the serial interface that is to be used for
the COM-port server.

� Possible values: Max. 10 characters

� Default: 0

� Special values: 0 for serial interfaces with just one port, e. g. outband.

� Bitrate

Bitrate used on the COM port

� Possible values: Common values for bitrate vary from 110 to 230400

� Default: 9600 

� Data bits:

Number of data bits.

� Possible values: 7, 8

� Default: 8

� Parity

The checking technique used on the COM port.

� Possible values: None, odd, even

� Default: None

� Stop bits

Number of stop bits.

� Possible values: 1, 2

� Default: 1

� Handshake

The data-flow control used on the COM port.

� Possible values: None, RTS/CTS

� Default: RTS/CTS

� Ready condition

The ready condition is an important property of any serial port. The COM
port server transmits no data between the serial port and the network if
19
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the status is not "ready". Moreover, the transition from the "ready" to the
"not ready" states is used to establish and cancel TCP connections in client
mode. There are two ways of determining whether the port is ready or not.
In DTR mode (default) only the DTR handshake is monitored. The serial
interface is considered to be ready for as long as the DTR line is active. In
data mode, the serial interface is considered to be active for as long as it
receives data. If no data is received during the timeout period, the port
reverts to its not-ready status.

� Possible values: DTR, data

� Default: DTR

� Ready-Data-Timeout

The timeout switches the port back to the not-ready status if not data is
received. This function is deactivated when timeout is set to zero. In this
case the port is always ready if the data mode is selected. 

� Possible values: Max. 10 characters

� Default: 0

� Special values: 0 switches the Ready-data-timeout off.

Network settings 

This table contains all settings that define the behavior of the COM port in the
network.

 Please note that all of these parameters can be overwritten by the
remote site if the RFC2217 negotiation is active. Current settings can
be viewed in the status menu.  
20
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LANconfig: COM ports � Server � Network interface

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � COM-Ports � COM-Port-Server �
Network settings

� Device type

Selects a serial interface from the list of those available in the device. 

� Possible values: All of the serial interfaces available in the device.

� Default: Outband

� Port number

Some serial devices such as the CardBus have more than one serial port.
Enter the number of the port on the serial interface that is to be used for
the COM-port server.

� Possible values: Max. 10 characters

� Default: 0

� Special values: 0 for serial interfaces with just one port, e. g. outband.
21
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� TCP mode

Each instance of the COM port server in server mode monitors the
specified listen port for incoming TCP connections. Just one active
connection is permitted per instance. All other connection requests are
refused. In client mode, the instance attempts to establish a TCP
connection via a defined port to the specified remote site, as soon as the
port is ready. The TCP connection is closed again as soon as the port
becomes unavailable. In both cases a LANCOM closes any open
connections when the device is restarted. 

� Possible values: Server, Client

� Default: Server

� Listen port

The TCP port where the COM port in TCP server mode expects incoming
connections.

� Possible values: Max. 10 characters

� Default: 0

� Connect host name

The COM port in TCP client mode establishes a connection to this host as
soon as the port is in "Ready" status.

� Possible values: Max. 48 characters The host can be specified either
as a DNS name or as an IP address.

� Default: Blank

� Connect port

The COM port in TCP client mode uses this TCP port to establish a
connection as soon as the port is in "Ready" state.

� Possible values: Max. 10 characters

� Default: 0

� Loopback address

The COM port can be reached at this address. This is its own IP address
that is given as the source address when establishing connections. This is
used to define the IP route to be used for the connection.

� Possible values: Max. 16 characters

� Default: Blank
22
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� RFC2217 extensions 

The RFC2217 extensions can be activated for both TCP modes. With these
extensions activated, the LANCOM uses the IAC DO COM-PORT-OPTION
sequence to signal that it will accept Telnet control sequences. The COM
port subsequently works with the corresponding options; the configured
default values are overwritten. The port also attempts to negotiate the
local echo and line mode for Telnet. Using the RFC2217 extensions with
incompatible remote sites is not critical. Unexpected characters may be
displayed at the remote site. A side effect of using the FRC2217
extensions may be that the port regularly carries out an alive check as
Telnet NOPs are transmitted to the remote site.

� Possible values: No, yes

� Default: No

3.1.5 WAN device configuration

The table with WAN devices is a status table only. All Hotplug devices (con-
nected via USB or CardBus) enter themselves into this table.

LANconfig: COM ports � WAN � Device operating state

WEBconfig: LCOS Menu tree � Setup � COM ports � WAN � Devices

� Device type

List of serial interfaces available in the device. 

� Possible values: All of the serial interfaces available in the device.

� Active

Status of connected device:

� Possible values: No, yes
23
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3.1.6 Serial connection status information

Various statistics and status values are recorded for every instance of the
COM-port server. The serial port using the instance is indicated in the first two
columns of the table—the values for device type and port number as entered
during the configuration are displayed here.

Information on the COM-port server status is available in the LCOS Reference
Manual and in the LCOS Menu Reference Guide. 

3.2 Contact assignment of LANCOM COM port adapters

Devices with serial interfaces can be connected to a LANCOM in the following
ways:

The COM port adapter must be a two-way D-sub plug with the following PIN
assignment:

Adapter LANCOM devices

COM-port adapters All those with a serial configuration interface

USB serial adapter All those with a USB interface

CardBus serial adapter All those with a CardBus slot

Pin Signal Signal Pin

2 RxD TxD 3

3 TxD RxD 2

4 DTR DSR 6

5 GND GND 5

6 DSR DTR 4

7 RTS CTS 8

8 CTS RTS 7
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